Many people are  squeamish about investing in the stock market and that is quite understandable if you're not familar with the territory and are afraid of the constant highs and lows associated with the world markets.

Mutual funds offer an alternative for those not inclined to purchasing individual stocks.  One major problem, though, is that  mutual fund investors sometimes are just as clueless as their stock investor counterparts.  This isn't to say that they are stupid, it's merely that some investors pick a mutual fund based not on facts but on pretty pictures in magazines and (sometimes) overly inflated interest figures.  Mutual fund companies run ads for this reason.  They love to show a couple on some romantic beach living out their twilight years in luxury because they bought into a mutual fund.  Just remember that these people are models and the beach is probably a painted backdrop on some photo set in downtown L.A.

Before investing in anything that could make or break your life savings, it would be helpful to know exactly what it is that you're investing in.

So, what is a mutual fund?  Essentially, it's a group of investors who pool their money together in order to purchase massive quantities of stock at fair prices with the eventual hope that the same stock will be sold in the future for great profits and, if all goes well, collect dividends and capital gains in between. Mutual fund companies exist to manage this money and to ensure some form of level playing field.   Money in these funds can range from a "paltry" million to several billion.  In fact, the last time I checked, total mutual fund investments were somewhere close to several hundred billion dollars.

At this point, I'm going to assume that you're confused by the difference in meanings for the terms "dividend" and "capital gains".  A dividend is best defined as a share of the profits.  For example:

	Your mutual fund owns stock in ABC Corporation.  ABC does well and has a nice profit.  Since they are a stock based corporation, they turn a portion of these profits back to the stockholders in the form of a dividend based upon a per share value.  If the mutual fund has one million shares of outstanding stock and one million dollars in dividends, it stands to reason that the amount paid to the fundholders would be $1.00 per share.  That is a dividend.

Capital gains are somewhat different:

	Again, your fund owns stock in ABC Corporation and, again, the company does very well.  So well, in fact, the stock goes up substantially in price.  They bought the stock at $10 per share and now it has increased to $25.  The fund sells the million shares it has for a capital gain of  $15 per share (the difference in the beginning and ending share value) and splits the profits among the fund holders.

Yes, you can have both dividends and capital gains from the same stock.  Likewise, you can also have a capital loss and/or no dividends paid.  Taking the second example above, assume ABC had a rotten year and its stock has dropped $5 a share.  Your  fund sees no future in this company and decides to sell at a loss of five million dollars.  Instead of sending you a bill for the loss, they merely decrease the value of the fund holders shares  to compensate for the loss.

On the topic of fund values, might as well discuss how the value is determined.  Since this is a paper for novices, I'll keep it at a non-technical level.

Basically, a mutual fund is valued by taking the overall dollar amount of stock owned and then dividing that number by the total shares owned by the fund holders.  Sometimes called Net Asset Value (NAV).  Confused?  Follow this example:

	Joe's Mutual Fund, Inc. has overall stock valued at 45 million dollars and roughly one million fund shares outstanding.  45 million divided by 1 million = $45 per share value.  If the value of the overall fund portfolio decreases, so does the value of the individual shares.  If the value goes up, so does the share value.  

Like I said, this is simplistic but it gets the major point across.  Since fundholders come and go, many mutual fund companies will keep the value steady by keeping the number of outstanding shares at a level amount.  When an investor sells his fund shares, it's the mutual fund company that buys them back and then sells them again.  This way, the outstanding shares never change.  If they allowed a steady fluctuation in the number of shares, the value would be extremely hard to determine.  If they oversold the fund, the value might decrease to a very low level and the original investors who paid more could lose money.  If the fund is undersold or shares are cancelled instead of resold, the value could increase to the point where shares are too expensive for new investors (the latter is done is the case of funds that are closed to new investors so those currently invested in the fund reap greater benefits).

Much like stocks, mutual fund companies can order splits.  If the share price in a fund goes up to $75 and the fund manager feels this is too high and new investors shy away because of the price, they could do a 2 for 1 split to reduce the price to $37.50.  If you had 1,000 shares in this fund you would now have 2,000 shares and no difference in the value (either way, the overall value of your portion is still $75,000).  Let's say the value of a fund dips below $5 because it was oversold or the value of the included stocks plummeted.  Old investors start to leave and new ones are hard to find because the price per share is considered by some to be "too good to be true".  The manager could do a 2 for 1 reverse split.  Your 1,000 shares are now reduced to 500 but the value is now $10 per share and the overall amount is the same $5,000 it was before (of course, investors at this point are praying it doesn't keep going down or that new investors come in so they can unload their shares).

Neither form of  split is anything to worry about unless it's because the fund value went down so drastically a reverse split was necessary to bolster sagging fund prices.  This is generally a signal that all is not well and the fund may be going downhill.  Fortunately, these funds rarely advertise in financial publications (mutual funds like to show their gains, not their losses) so your chances of stumbling upon one are pretty slim (unless you get a pushy cold call from a desperate broker and you should hang up on those anyway).

For the most part, splits are rare.  Most companies don't fool with them because of increased work and the hassles or having to revise paperwork to reflect an increase or decrease in shares.

One final note is that fund valuation is quite often dictated by stock market swings.  If stock prices go down, so do funds values, for the most part.  If you buy a mutual fund that is heavy in high tech stocks and they plummet in value, so does your fund share value.  Likewise, if they suddenly skyrocket, you could see substantial increases in share value.  Later  in this paper I will discuss the different types of mutual funds and risk assessments.

Another point is consider is how the fund charges fees.  For the most part, you will find the following types of fees associated with buying, maintaining, and selling a mutual fund:

	Front Load Fees:  As the name implies, these are fees charged up front to buy into a fund.  You might be charged a flat rate fee or a percentage.  Either way, your initial investment amount is decreased.  If you buy into a fund with a 10% front load fee, you lose 10% of your original investment.  Send a $5,000 check and just $4,500 will be used to buy shares, the other $500 is charged as a setup fee.  If the fund does well, you could recoup your fee loss within a relatively short period of time.  If not, you're out $500 or whatever your overall loss may be.  Some companies will add the fee to your cost.  If you want to invest $5,000 you have to send a check for $5,500 and kiss the $500 fee goodbye (although it is hoped you'll make it back in the future).  Some companies see front loaded fees as a way to keep investors for the long term.  It's assumed you won't sell until you make back at least your initial investment plus the fees.

	Rear Load or Exit Fees:  Basically the same as a front load except the fee is charged when you sell your shares in a fund.  The general assumption by the fund manager is that you'll have much more money leaving than you will coming in.  This type of fee is rare by itself since the fund company could lose money if you do (if you come in with $5,000 and leave a lousy fund with just $2,000, the fund's cut isn't as great as a front loaded fee would have been).  Usually seen in conjunction with other fees (see the multiple fees entry below).

	No Load Funds:  These funds charge no fee up front or to cash out, however, they usually do have some fees in between.  They are considered "no load" because all of your initial investment goes toward buying shares.  What fees are charged in between generally come out of the fund's profits so you don't see them taken from your account.  If the fund has a million dollar capital gain, the manager may take a 5% cut for handling and management fees leaving the remainder to be split up between the shareholders.  You may not pay the percentage out-of-pocket, so to speak, but you do pay for it in slightly decreased dividends and capital gains.

	Multiple Fee Funds:  These funds charge some going in, more in between, and then even more when you leave.  Best avoided if at all possible, these funds get fee happy and you rarely make your money back.  They may tempt you with a low fee when buying but then hit you with even higher fees when the dividends and capital gains are paid.  Worse yet, they nail you with another fee when you sell the shares.  This type of fund is quite often pushed by low level  brokers and banks that make their profits in this fashion.

	IRA Fees:  You have to be especially careful with these.  Often a flat rate fee charged for handling your mutual fund that's part of an IRA (Individual Retirement Account).  If you get suckered into a fund charging multiple fees you can get really taken to the financial cleaners when they add an additional IRA fee.  Since most IRA dividends and capital gains are non-taxable until you cash out the shares, most funds see this as a legitimate fee since you're not paying taxes.  This is rubbish.  If you buy the same fund but don't classify it as an IRA, they won't charge you a fee so why should they just because it's an IRA?  Pure profit, that's why.

	Delayed or Waived Fees:  Often seen with new funds that haven't established themselves yet.  In order to entice new investors, the fund manager may waive or delay the fees.  Usually offered by companies that have several other funds going at once with fees attached so they can afford to float one for free.  Once the fund is established and finding investors is no problem, they may start charging fees.  I've seen some funds that never get around to it because they never get that popular and finding investors always remains a problem.

	Broker Fees:  If you opt to buy your fund through a broker, you can expect to pay their fee(s) in ADDITION to any others assessed by the fund.  Mix this with a multiple fee fund and/or an IRA fee, and you've pretty much financed your broker's mortgage.  Quite a pricey alternative.  Fact is, most established mutual funds looking for new customers will pay or decrease the cost of broker's fees to sweeten the deal (still, watch for the other fees, though).

Does a load or lack of such make any difference?  Except for the multiple, IRAS and broker fees, which soak you financially,  not really.  A study some years back found out that no load and front load funds showed no great difference in overall returns over a five year period and basically performed the same.  The main difference is how you pay the fees.  Those people who paid multiple, IRA, or broker's fees generally lost in the long run.

When in doubt as to a fee structure associated with a particular fund, review the prospectus.  By SEC (Securities and Exchange Commission -- the federal watchdog and police force over financial matters) regulations, any company, broker, or bank attempting to sell you on a mutual fund MUST provide you with a prospectus and MUST verify that you reviewed it (usually by your signature on the purchase application).  This prospectus MUST contain all fees associated with the fund.  Please make sure you read and understand it before you chose to purchase shares in any fund.  If any broker or salesperson attempts to have you purchase fund shares without a prospectus, just notify the SEC.  They'll be more than happy to yank that person's securities license (while on that topic, have no fear in asking the broker or salesperson for a copy of their license -- they must give it to you).

One other thing to watch for in a mutual fund is the return on initial investment.  If you've ever seen an ad for a fund in a magazine, you might have seen the ever popular 1, 5, 10 and lifetime averages with percentages.  Read these figures carefully because they can be indicative of things to come.  For example, you see the following from the ABC Mutual Fund:

			1 year = 50%
			5 years = 25%
			10 years = 50%
			Lifetime (12 years) = 70%

Reading this, you would assume this mutual fund is doing quite well.  The only problem is, statistics do lie and they do it very well.  If you see an asterisk (*) make sure you read the fine print.  You may find out these figures are pre-fee or not annual figures but a compilation of percentages.  In other words, the 70% listed under the lifetime figure may be the overall percentage of gain for the whole twelve years of the fund and not based upon a yearly average (in essence, the fund averaged 5% a year on average for the past twelve years).  In fact, all the figures indicate a 5% gain per year except for the 1 year figure which shows a whopping 50% increase in fund value; however, even this may be misleading.  The * note may show that the 50% applies only to the first 5 months of a given year during which time the fund may have sold a large amount of stock for a huge profit but doesn't expect the same for the remainder of the year (or the stock market when up tremendously and the fund reacted appropriately to the market cycle).  Mutual funds that are established will make these figures quite clear.

The best indicator in this mess of figures in the lifetime average and make sure it's either overall or stated in yearly figures so you don't get the wrong idea (watch for that cursed *).  Looking at the 70% above you could get easily confused and think this is a great return, however, when divided into a yearly figure, the average is just 5% and this is hardly stellar (better than the rates offered by bank accounts but nothing to cheer about, either).  While on the topic, watch for "averages".  If I tell you that my mutual fund averaged 55% in the last two years that could be 2% this year and 53% for the previous year.  Read the fine print!

Of note, be wary of ads with more footnotes than actual text up above.  If you see notes going past the asterisk and into double digits or symbols such as !, #, and +, start to worry.  Nobody should have that many notes to hide in the small print.  I've seen ads that have more small print than text copy.  Be especially wary of reports where they have to create an appendix just for the small print (be really wary if the appendix has more pages than the report).

As I stated above, mutual funds contain large quantities of stock and have numerous share holders.  Of course, it would be ill-advised for a fund to have just the stock of one company.  After all, if that company goes in the flusher, so does the fund.
			
Instead, mutual funds contain stocks from numerous companies and sectors.  Some are more specialized than others and this area can be confusing, especially so if you're totally unfamilar with the variances in funds and risk factors involved.

In addition to specialization, you may also see two variances on the mutual fund game -- open and closed end funds.

Open ended mutual funds have the following attributes:

	1.  They are sold primarily by the mutual fund company sponsoring them.  Although you can buy these funds through a broker of your choosing, it's less expensive to go directly to the source.  Companies such as Berger, Dreyfus, Montgomery, Strong and many others offer open ended mutual funds directly to the public without a broker's commission (they, of course, may charge their own fees).  These companies own the funds and the shares thereof until they sell them.  If you purchase shares and opt to sell them, you are doing so back to the fund company.  They, again, sell the shares to the next interested party.

	2.  The prospectus for an open ended fund may change periodically.  For example, you buy into a fund because it invests primarily in high-tech stocks.  Five or so years later, the fund changes direction and has no more than 50% of its portfolio in such stocks.  Every time a major change is made, the prospectus must be updated.

	3.  You buy in dollar amounts and not share amounts.  Since you deal directly with the company offering the fund and most of this contact is by mail, there is a delay.  If the fund shares are worth $50 today and you send a check for 1,000 shares, what happens if the fund value goes up or down?  Instead, you do the opposite.  You send the company $1,000 (or whatever the minimum is) and they buy whole and fractional shares with your money at the current market value.

	4.  Greater flexibility is offered, for the most part, by open ended funds.  You can opt to reinvest dividends and capital gains, take a check instead, or choose to have a portion reinvested in more shares and a check issued for whatever's left over.  The choice is yours.

	5.  Almost every newspaper in the U.S. has a business section devoted to the current prices for open ended mutual funds.

	6.  Most open ended funds allow for monthly payments until the minimum investing amount is met.  This is a convenience should you not have all the funds at once.  Sort of like a car payment without the car to drive.

Closed end funds have the following attributes:

	1.  The prospectus is offered one time and never updated again.  The aim of the fund is set at its inception and no variance is allowed.  If you ask for a prospectus on a closed end fund, don't be surprised if it's several years old.

	2.  These funds are traded on the major exchanges such as the New York Stock Exchange (NYSE), American Stock Exchange (AMEX) or the electronic exchanges such as NASDAQ (National Association of Securities Dealers Automated Quotation System).  As such, you buy into a closed end fund much like you buy stock -- in number of shares instead of a dollar amount.  You also buy NOW instead of waiting for the fund company to process your request (as long as the broker has your cash on hand to make the purchase).

	3.  Brokers charge fees to purchase shares in this type of fund.  This is in addition to other fees.  Some funds will pay or waive broker's fees if you purchase a certain number of shares, generally at least 1,000.  You may see a price of $50 a share in your paper but find the price is $55 when you contact the broker.  The other $5 is for broker's fees and assorted "administrative expenses" (pure profit for the brokerage, in some cases).  Sort of like the recent Ford Thunderbird that retailed around $40,000 but you stood a fat chance of seeing one for less than $50,000 after dealers added their markups.

	4.  The brokerage may actually operate the fund in addition to selling shares in it.  This is neither good or bad.  If they own shares themselves, the brokerage has a vested interest in keeping it afloat. Unfortunately, unscrupulous brokers will try to hype the mutual fund to raise prices above the normal market price.

	5.  Concerning the distribution of dividends or capital gains, you have no choice unless the prospectus states such.  If the fund operator decides in the beginning that you are to get a check instead of reinvesting, so be it.

	6.  Since the shares in this type of fund are listed on the major exchanges, you merely look for the stock market tables in your paper and find the fund name.

	7.  The fund company might buy back old shares, but anybody can buy them since they are listed on the stock exchanges.

	8.  Since these are brokered funds, you'll probably not be given the option of monthly payments.  Cough up the minimum to buy in now or forget it.

As for which is better, it really all depends upon how you look at it.  Closed end shares can be purchased immediately through a broker whereas open end funds may have a waiting period due to the application process.  If you see a great deal on an open ended fund, it may be gone by the time you apply (you can set up a cash account with most fund companies so a phone call will buy into a fund, but which company do you choose from the couple hundred or so that exist?).  Then again, open ended funds offer flexibility from the original plan.  If you invested in a high tech stock fund and those stocks start to fall dramatically, the fund company can switch tactics and diversify.  Not so with the closed end fund.  You have to ride out the highs are lows.

Essentially, the choice is really dependant upon how fast you want to invest and how much flexibility you want.  I personally avoid closed end funds because of the broker fees which sometimes exceed 8% and can add quite a bit to the overall cost of a closed end fund.

Now, on to the sub-categories of funds.  In both open and closed end funds you'll find these categories, the major difference being the specifics (or goals) of the fund:


Aggressive Growth:  Attempts to provide high capital gains by the frequent sale of stocks that appreciate to any great extent.  This type of fund may buy a stock today and sell it tomorrow if a profit (capital gain) can be achieved.
		
Advantages:  If properly managed, this type of fund can produce spectacular results in a few years.  A 100% or higher return on an initial investment within 5 years or less is not unheard of.

Disadvantages:  Relies solely on stock increasing.  If a stock value decreases, a loss may be incurred, especially in the fund company has a policy of not holding stock past a certain time limit, no matter what. This is a fund where the manager(s) look in the short term instead of years down the road.  If the major markets all have decreases, so does the fund.

Risk:  Moderate to high.  Not for the squeamish and not something you invest your life's savings in.


Balanced:  Invests in stocks considered safe and may have some investments in government or high value corporate bonds.  More of a long term investment.

Advantages:  Forsakes high capital gains for a more steady stream of income over the long term.  Fund share value doesn't fluctuate as wildly as aggressive growth funds.

Disadvantages:  May take years to see any appreciable gains.

Risk:  Generally low


Emerging Markets (International):  Another way of saying "foreign".  Invests mainly in foreign countries that have had little economic impact in the past but appear to be changing.  You may find stocks from the former Soviet Union, Korea, and Latin America.  These fund managers hope that the value of shares will increase if these countries do well.  Generally does not involve established markets such as Europe.

Advantages:  If these countries do well, the fund value increases greatly.

Disadvantage:  If not, you're screwed.

Risk:  High


Emerging Markets (North America):  Invests mainly in companies with new technologies that may revolutionize some portion of industry.  Usually limited to companies in the U.S., Canada, and Mexico.

Advantages:  High growth potential if these ideas pan out.

Disadvantages:  Can sink in value quickly if a new idea or technology tanks and adversely impacts the total fund.  From what I've seen, many of the companies listed just 5 years ago in some of these funds have since gone out of business.  Some fund managers in this category seem to think that "emerging" means penny stocks, i.e., stocks priced under $5 a share and these can be very volatile.  After all, they are worth less than $5 a share for a reason.

Risk:  High to very high


Environmental or Natural Resources:  Invests in companies that sponsor or manufacture recycled products and champion natural resources causes.

Advantages:  Recycling was big new in the 90s and is still going strong today.  You can't buy any paper product that doesn't have some percentage of recycled product in it.

Disadvantages:  Public interest has waned greatly in this technology since the 90s.  Recycling and conservation have become so commonplace it's no longer "trendy".

Risk:  Moderate to high


Equity:  Invests in stocks that produce high dividends

Advantages:  Generally, high dividend income.

Disadvantages:  Dividends vary from year to year, so the payouts can also vary wildly.  In sour economic times, companies may forsake dividends in order to keep themselves afloat.

Risk:  Low to moderate


European:  Deals with European companies and nothing else.  A favorite of closed end funds.

Advantages:  Europe is doing fairly well financially.

Disadvantages:  European companies have great economic fluctuations.  Some products do well and others die very quickly.  Also, the European economy is tied closely with the U.S., so when our markets go down, so do they.  Another problem lies in the fact that most of the individual European countries can't stand each other and, at least the last time I checked, nobody liked France that much.

Risk:  Moderate to high


Financial:  Invests in banks, brokerage houses, etc.

Advantages:  Relative stability in this area

Disadvantages:  Banks keep buying each other out thereby decreasing the stock availability.  My bank used to be North Carolina National Bank, then became NCNB, then became NCNB/Barnett and now is known as Bank of America.  I stopped numbering my checks since they change names so frequently it doesn't pay to keep track.

Risk:  Low to moderate


Fixed Income:  Instead of stocks, buys mainly government bonds, treasury bills, and certificates of deposit.  Quite often, share value is pegged at $1 and the only income in from the interest gathered from the investments.

Advantages:  Safe as they come.  If the government runs low on cash, they just print some more.

Disadvantages:  Rotten returns, quite often not much better than buying a certificate of deposit yourself.  Rarely listed in financial papers since their value is set at $1 a share.

Risk:  Very low, so much so it's boring.


Foreign Monetary Values:  Sometimes called derivatives or monetary futures.  Here, the fund manager bets that the U.S. dollar will gain or decline against another foreign currency.  If he wins, the payout is huge.  If he loses, the damage can be devastating.

Advantages:  High rewards if all goes well.

Disadvantages:  It rarely does go well.  The U.S. dollar has been riding high for years and doesn't seem poised to stop.  Also, some countries have changed borders and names so often they are no quite sure what money they have anymore.  Remember the broker in England who bet one billion dollars of his company's money that the Japanese Yen would increase in value over the British Pound?  I believe he finally got out of prison after he lost the bet and his company's money.

Risk:  Extremely high.  Best avoided unless you enjoy pain.  Might as well flush your money down the crapper -- it's the same end result.


Gold Funds:  Invests in gold, gold futures, and stocks of gold producing companies.

Advantages:  Not much.  Pretty flat since the mid 1980s.

Disadvantages:  Gold hasn't done much of anything since reaching a peak and then rapidly declining in the 1980s.  Slow to appreciate in value but quick to depreciate if gold loses value.

Risk:  Very high.  If you want to invest in gold, buy jewelry.  At least you get to show off your investment.


Growth and Income:  Invests mainly in bonds, money markets and companies that are considered safe bets (so called "blue chip" companies that are well established).  Hopes to combine stock growth with the safety of bond and money market income.

Advantages:  Fairly stable and safe.

Disadvantages:  Blue chips stocks are not known for great growth and the income from bonds and money markets in generally low.  

Risk:  Low


Income:  Safe bets such as bonds and money market instruments.  Essentially an fixed income fund with a different name.  Some of these funds are pegged at a stable $1 per share value.

Advantages:  Safe and stable.

Disadvantages:  Returns not any better than fixed income funds.

Risk:  Very low


Index Funds:  Attempts to mimic the Dow Jones Industrial Average, the S&P 100 or some other financial benchmarks by buying the same stocks these indicators watch.

Advantages:  These indicators generally watch companies that are considered the best in their particular field.  You won't find Joe's Fish Market and Oil Lube in any of these groups.

Disadvantages:  If you haven't watched these indicators recently, they go up and down like rollercoasters.  You'll have to learn to live with the daily fluctuations that come with the stock market.

Risk:  Low in good markets, moderate in fair markets, and high in depressed markets.


International (or Global) Funds:  Invest in wide variety of industrial countries without restricting themselves to any specific region.  May have investments in the U.S., Latin America, Europe, Japan, etc.

Advantages:  Safer than restrictive funds that stay within one region.

Disadvantages:  Whether or not you want to admit, the U.S. economy still controls the world.  When we go into a recession, so does most of the world.  You'll have to learn to live with the fluctuations.

Risk:  Moderate


Japan Region:  Pretty much self-explanatory

Advantages:  Could pay off big if the Japanese economic situation ever improves.

Disadvantages:  Japan has been beaten badly by competitors from Korea and Latin America.  Their economy has been down since the late 1980s and it shows no signs of improving soon.

Risk:  High


Large Cap Stocks:  Invests in companies with sales and/or assets in excess of a billion dollars.  Fact is, quite a few companies fit this description as a billion dollars just isn't what it used to be.  Eventually, this figure will probably be increased by the major stock markets that determine what a large cap stock is.

Advantages:  Companies in this range and fairly steady.

Disadvantages:  Some do go down the flusher.  Remember Enron?  Income may be limited because companies in this range and generally steady and stable.  Stock values don't fluctuate that much.

Risk:  Moderate


Latin America:  Self-explanatory

Advantages:  Same as any other regional fund -- if the region does well, so do you.

Disadvantages:  Political and economic turmoil in this region makes investing dicey.

Risk:  Moderate to high


Micro Cap Stocks:  Companies that have less than $300 million in sales and/or assets.

Advantages:  Could have the next Microsoft in the portfolio and returns could be great.  Generally these companies are hungry enough to claw their way to the mid or large cap classifications.

Disadvantages:  If the economy goes bad, some of these companies can and do disappear.

Risk:  Moderate


Mid Cap Stocks:  Companies with sales and assets in excess of $300 million but less than $1 billion.

Advantages: Same as the micro cap stocks.

Disadvantages:  Same as the micro cap stocks, but not quite a volatile.  These companies are more established financially.

Risk:  Moderate


Penny Stocks:  Invests in companies that have shares selling for less than $5.00 per share or who show "promise" and have low stock prices.

Advantages:  Since the stock prices are low to begin with, any increase is considered great.

Disadvantages:  The prices are low for a reason.  Could be a dog with serious fleas.  Takes a great deal of expertise on the manager's part to pick stocks that won't die quickly.

Risk:  Extremely high.  For gamblers only.


Precious Metals:  May invest in gold, silver, platinum, mercury and other limited, precious metals and the companies that sell or mine these metals.

Advantages:  If the demand goes up, so does your portfolio value.

Disadvantages:  Gold and silver are in a slump, mercury is an iffy proposition and platinum may be artificially high in value because it's necessary for car production (however, cheaper substitutes are being developed that may devalue it).  These funds traditionally have been losers.

Risk:  Very high and best avoided.


Specialized:  Invests in a specialty area, such as hunting equipment, entertainment, and anything else you can think of.

Advantages:  If your chosen sector does well, so does your portfolio.

Disadvantages:  Very much fad oriented.  Losses can be substantial when the uniqueness wears off.  Entertainment funds that specialize in movie production companies can take a hard hit if a studio issues a couple of rotten movies.  Just think, somebody probably offered a fund involved in fads such as the Rubik Cube, disco roller skates, and punk rock music and we all know what happened to those things.

Risk:  All depends, extremely high is some circumstances.  Once the fad dies out, so does the fund.


Utilities:  Invests in utilities that provide electric, gas, phone, computer services, etc.

Advantages:  Most of these companies are monopolies that have no competition.  Guaranteed income.

Disadvantages:  More and more, the government is dismantling monopolies and ordering open competition, however, after the Enron debacle this may subside for a while.

Risk:  Moderate


Naturally, other types of funds may surface from time to time, but they're too rare to mention.  Also, you may see variations on the funds listed above but with a different name.  For example, a Japan oriented fund may have the title of "Pacific Region".  It's all the same thing, just a different title.

Worse yet is the fund that has no specific title to define its purpose.  If you see "ABC Value Fund" you have to wonder what it is they do to justify their existence.  That is why you MUST read the prospectus.  You might find out that the ABC fund is horribly risky (investing in skunk farms) or you might discover the only "value" it has is to the fund managers who manage to claim a hefty percentage of money coming in and out.

So, what do you look for in a prospectus?  You already know to look for the fee structure, but you need to look for the following also:

	*  Percentage of turnover, i.e., what percentage of stock is sold on a yearly basis.  Although this is hotly debated, a fund that turns over 50% or more of its stock within a year is considered risky and most funds that do have a high turnover fall into the "Aggressive Growth" category.  You might be shocked to find that some funds sell ALL their stock holdings during a year for a quick profit.  While this is profitable in some cases, what happens during a recession?  The fund loses money, that's what.  Again, this is a topic just right for debate.

	*  Review who the fund managers are and how long they have been with the fund.  If a fund is ten years old and the current lead manager has been there a year, what happened to the previous fund manager?  Did they retire, get indicted, or get fired?   Don't be afraid to call and ask.  If you don't get an answer, pass.  Remember to review the lesser managers, too.  The more experience, the better.  It doesn't hurt to see that the managers have had previous experience with other successful funds.  It does hurt when their previous experience was with funds that went bankrupt (this is rarely found in well established mutual fund companies, but newer companies may try to hire a failed manager to save money).

	*  Look for the stock spread, i.e., a wide variety of stocks.  Most funds invest in at least 50 different companies to spread risk out more evenly.  If one company tanks, the rest should be able to carry the loss without too much impact on whole fund.  Beware of funds that invest in less than 10 companies since each stock would carry too heavy a percentage in overall value.

	*  Review this historical chart(s) on fund values (per share).  See if the fund shares have increased or decreased in value during the life of the fund.  Occasional dips are acceptable, but a steady decline is not.  Fixed income funds with a set value of $1 should stay at that rate.  For the most part, up and downs should mimic the stock markets and their rollercoaster rides.

	*  Read the sales charts.  Have they consistently sold stock for a profit or have they had a bunch of losses?  Consistent losses indicate bad or risky management.   

	*  Look at the pay scales for managers.  Don't be shocked to find out a manager of a well established fund may net over a million per year in income and bonuses.  A well paid fund manager has a much greater incentive to make sure the fund does well.  If the fund loses money, there goes his bonus. 

	*  Check dividend and capital gains payouts for previous years.  This amount should either stay stable or increase as the years progress.  Losses indicate a problem.

	*  Watch for how much cash they keep on hand at any given time.  If 50% of the fund's value is sitting around in a cash account, it's not being used properly.  Cash rarely generates more than 4% interest while it's idle.

	*  Be wary of derivatives.  This is betting on the value of foreign currency and is very, very risky.  At no time should any more than 10% of a fund's value be put in derivatives, and that's being generous.  Of course, foreign monetary funds thrive on derivatives and their percentage will be much higher.

	
How do you pick a fund with all the choices offered?  First, you must ask yourself just what risk you're willing to take.  Do you have sufficient funds to risk a couple thousand in a fund that may return double that back within a year?  If not, go to a safer fund.  If you do have the "risk" capital to invest in such a fund, it's makes no sense to go with a low paying fund just because it's safe.

Just remember that life is a gamble and you have to take risks in order to make money.  Many people who purchased $10,000 in mutual funds back in the 1960s and 1970s have seen their investments grow to well over $100,000 today and, in some cases, to well over a million dollars.  The difference is risk.  The $100,000 person took the moderate risk while the million dollar person took the higher risk road, or vice versa.  Both paid off, the difference is in the end result.  One vacations at the Monaco and gambles at the Baccarat tables while the other goes to Reno and plays quarter slots.

The big difference between stock and mutual fund ownership is the amount of individual risk involved.  With stocks purchased from individual companies, you run the risk of watching the stock plummet should something go wrong.  People who owned shares of Enron just a couple of years ago were millionaires.  That same stock is worth less than 5% of its original value today and current stockholders are looking to find suckers to buy what's left of their portfolio.

Mutual fund ownership gives something of a hedge.  Since stocks from numerous companies comprise a fund's portfolio, should one company go bankrupt, the fund's other assets can help to absorb the shock.  Sure, the fund's value goes down, but it will probably recover in the future.  Even funds that owned Enron stock and lost millions will eventually recover.

Below is a comparitive listing of features unique to both stock and mutual fund ownership (with the advantage in either category in bold faced type):

		*  You buy what you want when you want with stocks.  With mutual funds you get what they buy -- no choice on your part.  In fact, you have no input in the matter at all.

		*  Sell stock whenever you want when you own individual shares.  Mutual funds sell their stock at the discretion of the fund manager.

		*  You own the profits when you sell a stock, beyond the broker's commission.  Mutual funds pass the profits to ALL investors on a percentage of fund ownership basis.  No pocketing all the loot yourself.

		*  You also own  ALL the losses if you sell a bad stock.  With a mutual fund the losses are passed on to ALL investors much the same as profits and it's not a total loss to you if one stock goes bad.

		*  Individual stock owners must determine when a stock looks like it has peaked or is on a downward trend.  Mutual funds have managers who are trained in such matters to make these decisions.

		*  Stock purchasing requires research.  Mutual funds have trained managers to do this.

		*  Money can double within ten years or less with a good stock.  Mutual funds are generally good, but not that good since the tendency is to buy and sell stock and not hold for the long term.

		*  Fees are generally limited to broker's commissions with individual stock sales.  Mutual fund fees can be murderous if you don't watch out.

		*  Chances are, you'll never own enough stock in a company to make major decisions.  Many mutual funds own a large chunk of stock in a company and can have a major impact on how operations are run.

		*  Fat chance you'll get a discount on the individual purchase of stock.  Fund companies usually buy so much stock at a time they do get a discount.  This can lead to extra profits back to the fundholders.

		*  Buy enough stock and you'll get a Christmas card from your broker.  Call your mutual fund company and you'll get the time of day and not much else.

		*  Stocks are immediately liquid.  Call your broker and sell.  Mutual funds usually don't sell fund shares except at specified intervals during a month.

		*  Your stock broker could run off with your funds to South America.  Your mutual fund manager could do the same, but his house in Bolivia will be bigger because he took money from several thousand investors, not just you.

As a next to final note, when applying to buy into a mutual fund, remember the following:

		*  Read the prospectus.  If it doesn't make sense, read it again.  If it still doesn't make sense, pass.

		*  Review the manager's comments in the prospectus.  If you see remarks like, "We should be able to reverse our past losing trend" this could be an indicator to look elsewhere.

		*  Mutual fund returns are not guaranteed and any company or broker that states elsewise is probably pushing a sale.  Ask for guarantees in writing and see what the guarantee is.  You don't want just an apology and a handshake if the fund's value goes down the flusher.

		*  Watch for investment dates.  Some companies limit investing periods to once or twice a month for new shareholders.  Yet others invest daily.  Same goes for when you exit the fund, watch those dates (you don't want to call your fund today to cash out when the price is high only to find out they won't process your request until next week).  Closed end funds do have an advantage in this area.  Since they are traded like stock, sales and purchases are usually immediate.

		*  Most funds give you the option or reinvesting dividends and capital gains or taking a check.  If you reinvest them, you get more shares in the fund and this can add up over the years.  I bought a fund at $8 a share in the mid 1990s and reinvested all my dividends and capital gains.  While the fund shares did peak at $13, they recently did a slide back to $8.  Even with the dip, my original $2,000 investment is still worth over $8,000, all because I reinivested the dividends and capital gains.

		*  Although I haven't seen it in years, there used to be mutual fund value insurance.  If you're offered this, pass on both the fund and the insurance.  It's a sucker's bet since the fund usually underwrites the insurance.  If the fund and the company go under, so does the insurance.  Besides, most of these policies have so many clauses and loopholes you'd pretty much have to die to collect.

		*  Unlike a bank account or certificate of deposit, returns are not insured by the FSLIC (Federal Savings and Loan Insurance Corporation) or FDIC (Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation).  If you lose, you lose.  Don't go crying to mommy or the feds unless fraud is involved.  If fraud is involved, your initial investment may be returned by order of the SEC, but you still lose any gain you might have had.

		*  Don't buy a fund that you don't understand.  If you don't know what the Czech Republic Industry Fund is and the prospectus doesn't make it clear, go somewhere else.

		*  If your broker or a push cold caller tries to pressure you into buying a fund's shares, ignore them until you get the facts.  Always, always, get a prospectus first.  Besides, it's illegal to sell a mutual fund until your acknowledge you have read the prospectus.

		*  Past performance is a benchmark for possible future results but, by no means, should be the sole deciding factor in fund purchasing.  In fact, all funds MUST put this type of comment somewhere in their ads and/or prospectus.  It's the standard government mumbo-jumbo legal requirement.

		*  If you go through a broker, remember they don't get all weepy if you win or lose, they still collect their 8% or more in commissions.

		*  Banks love mutual funds because they can add all sorts of fees in the mix.  If you insist on paying fees for advice, go to a broker.  That $6.50 an hour account rep at your bank probably has a limited understanding of mutual funds to begin with (no insult meant towards bank account reps).

		*  Watch for the issue date on any prospectus, excepting closed end funds (remember, they issue a prospectus just once).  If your open ended fund sends information that's a couple years old, ask for a newer version.  Be especially wary if it states, "President Reagan believes the economy will rebound".

		* A popular trick that some companies use to save money is to reuse the same old prospectus time and time again and replace outdated pages with new ones or, worse yet, place stickers over old information that is no longer relevant.  If the company is that cheap, you'd better look elsewhere.  In the same sense, watch for brochures that look like slick ads for vacation properties.  You're buying into a fund, no financing your Mexican getaway.

		*  Be wary of companies that change a fund's name every couple of years.  This could indicate a performance or management problem.  Unfortunately, the only way to check the past performance of the previous fund is to go back and research mutual fund records via various mutual fund publications offered at most college and public libraries.  Naturally, a fund's name may change because the company handling it changed ownership or the fund's goals changed necessitating a name change, but they'll usually make this very clear in the prospectus.

Finally, how do you find a mutual fund that may be interesting?  This can get difficult.  With a stock you're pretty much aware of what company to watch and you can go to the financial pages to monitor progress.

With mutual funds, this isn't possible.  While you can monitor a fund's progress, it's impossible to tell just by looking at a fund what stock it owns.  That is what a prospectus is for.  What makes the situation really confusing is that my newspaper has over 200 mutual fund companies with each one probably handling a rough average of 10 funds each.  Last time I checked, mutual fund offerings outnumbered the number of individual stocks for sale.  In this type of situation, you have some companies that are technically owned by several different mutual fund companies.

One of the easiest ways to check on a mutual fund company and its offerings is to go to the internet.  Fire up the old computer and start looking.  Here are some tips that might make the hunt easier:

		*  With newspaper financial section in hand, look for the name of a fund company (not the fund name itself).  For example, say you find Fred's Funds in your paper.  To find them on the internet, merely add a "www" in front of the name and a ".com" after it.  In this case, that would be www.fredsfunds.com.  You'll be surprised to find that this works roughly 90% of the time.  You should be at the home page of the fund company at that time and any information you need should be there along with the ability to request a prospectus and application.

		*  If the trick above doesn't work, use your search engine or search capability offered by your browser to find the fund company's home page.  Some companies get a little goofy and like to abbreviate the company name in the internet address, such as www.ff.com for Fred's Funds.   For whatever reason, they assume people will remember this easier, although they rarely do.  Some days I can barely remember my address let alone internet addresses.

		*  If neither of these tricks work, you really have to start wondering why they don't want to be found or have an internet presence.  Anymore, this could be a sign of weakness in the technology area.  Either that or they're doing so well, they don't need to post online.

		*  Watch for dates on internet pages.  Some companies have the unfortunate habit of posting a web page and then ignoring it.  Generally, this is not a problem for financial companies, but I have seen some obsolete information being posted.  In fact, while looking for cars online I found an old web page for the 1997 Ford Crown Victoria that was posted by a car dealership in 1996.  They forgot about it and never removed it.  Happens all the time, unfortunately.

If you don't have a computer with internet capability, go to your local library.  Most have computers there with some form of internet access.  Just push the kid away who's surfing for porn.  If you're like me and have a little gray hair, go to your local college campus and use the computers there.  Most of the students and staff will assume you're a professor and not bother you.  If you're young, just wear dark shades and cop an attitude.  You'll blend in with the rest of the students.

Failing these things, you can do research at the library without a computer.  Many financial publications exist that do nothing but research on mutual funds.  Just be careful that they are timely and relevant.  Since  libraries are forever under-financed, make sure you watch the dates on the information you're reading.  From there you should be able to get company and fund information along with phone numbers for contact.

If you have a bookstore of any size within easy travel distance, you can get a copy of the Wall Street Journal, Barron's Financial, or some other financial publication.  Believe me, you'll see enough ads for mutual funds to wallpaper your house.  This is a rough way to go though since these ads are placed by companies pushing their product and a big splashy ad is NOT indicative of a fund's performance (also, keep in mind that these ads are financed using somebody else's funds, mainly yours if you decide to invest).  If you don't feel like buying the publications, at least get some names for future research (okay, I'm cheap.  How do you think I got the money I have today?).

Once you find a fund you're truly interested in, do a little private research.  Starting on a Monday or the first day of any month, mark the ups and downs of the fund's value in a ledger or on paper.  Keep track for at least 30 days and watch how the fund compares with others.  A strong contender will stay, more of less, in pace with the rest of the pack.  Losers will lose and that should be evident.  Once you're satisfied with the results, start the application process.  If you're still not sure, follow another fund.  Unless you're 70 and ill health, you've got time on your side.  Always use pretend money and buy $2,000 worth of a fund on paper.  See how much the fund is worth after 30 days.   Try not to cry if it suddenly increases to $10,000 (very, very rare).  Of course, you won't be crying if it goes down to $1 and finally disappears (very, very, very rare).

Just remember, investing can be fun and financially rewarding.  Just do your research and don't forget the basic rules outlined in this paper.

If you still want more technical information, feel free to peruse many of the books offered concerning mutual funds.  You can find many at your local bookstores or at public/college libraries.


Happy investing!

